When the doors of the department store were locked, I ran out of my hiding place and went to the fashion store. I stood with the dummies in some beautiful clothes. Suddenly, someone put his hands on me. When I turned around, I found out that the dummies were moving! My friends and I were very afraid and ran away.

On the other side, there was the toy area. The toys there were moving too! But my friends didn't know what would happen. Behind them, there was a robot which was holding a water gun that was full of water. When my friends knew what was happening, it was too late! The robot had already shot them with the water gun. When they were very angry with the robot, someone knocked them down suddenly. They were very angry and went away from the toy area.

On the second floor, there was the art area. My friend, Tom, liked looking at the pictures. When he wanted to touch them, the horses in the pictures jumped out and bit his hands, he felt painful and ran away.
At last, we all went to the book area to find so books to read. When we wanted to reach the books, they would fly away and hit our heads. We thought that it was very terrible and broke the windows of the department store to run away.

Now, I learn that don't stay in a defective department store at night. It would be a bad dream and adventure.